TRAVEL SAFE HARNESS
INSTRUCTIONS
LIMITED WARRANTY AND RETURN POLICY
Thank you for choosing the Travel Safe Harness.
Canine Covers / Covercraft Industries, LLC will
refund your money for a period of 30 days from
date of purchase as long as the product has:
A. Not been chewed.
B. Not been altered or mutilated.
C. Not been used incorrectly.
Shipping charges cannot be refunded. Before returning merchandise for ANY reason, please call Customer
Service at (866) 592-6837 for return authorization. Some returns may be subject to a restocking fee of 15%.
Canine Covers / Covercraft Industries, LLC is totally dedicated to animal safety and customer satisfaction. We
are happy to answer any questions you may have. Please call if you have any questions regarding size, fit, or
use of our products.
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR TRAVEL SAFE HARNESS
1. Wash your Travel Safe Harness separately by hand (XLG models may shed slightly during the first
few washes).
2. Use only cold water mixed with ¼ cup of Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner.
3. Squeeze out excess water. To dry use air fluff setting. If time is available, just hang harness and let it
air dry.
DISCLAIMER
Your dog is worth the time it takes to read and follow these instructions and warnings. If after reading these
instructions you have further questions, please contact us at (866) 592-6837.
IMPORTANT
You must follow the instructions for this dog harness carefully or you may increase the risk of injury to your
dog. Failure to fasten and adjust the harness system correctly may result in the dog being thrown from the
restraint in the event of an accident.
AIR BAGS
Exercise caution in using this restraint in a seat equipped with an airbag. In an accident an airbag may strike
the dog and cause serious injury or death. Most dashboard airbags are marked “SRS”; most side impact
airbags are marked “SIPS”. According to federal government safety standards and accident statistics,
passengers are safest when restrained in the center of the back seat.
WARNINGS
-Use this dog harness only on vehicle seats which face forward. Do not place dog on rear or side facing
vehicle seats.
-Do not use a dog restraint with damaged or missing parts. Cut, frayed or damaged belts must never be used.
-Never leave your dog unattended in a vehicle while the Harness is attached to the seatbelt system. Always
unhook the harness from the seat belt before leaving your dog in a vehicle. As always, never leave your dog
in a closed vehicle when temperatures can become hazardous.
NOTES
-No one can predict if the use of a dog harness will prevent injury or death in a particular accident. However,
combined with careful driving, proper use of a dog harness can reduce the risk of injury or death to a dog.
-In SUVs, vans, station wagons, and vehicles where there is no existing seat belt system, the Travel Safe
Harness can be attached to cargo ties. We suggest using no less than a 24kn carabiner (a metal ring used in
mountain climbing).

FITMENT
FEET FIRST METHOD

Place the dog’s feet in
the holes on either side of
the chest “X” strap.

Pull harness over the head
- the chest adjustment strap
is below the neck.

Adjust chest strap (not
needed on sizes 1 & 2).

Adjust side strap (should
be adjusted for a comfortable, non-baggy fit).

Pull the dog’s feet
through the holes on
eaither side of the chest
“X” strap.

Adjust chest strap (not
needed on sizes 1 & 2).

Adjust side strap (should
be adjusted for a comfortable, non-baggy fit).

HEAD FIRST METHOD

Place harness over the
head - the chest adjustment strap is below the
neck.

INSTALLATION
PASSENGER AREA

Slip seat belt through loop on
harness.

Attach seat belt into receptacle.

CARGO AREA

Slip carabiner through loop on
harness. DO NOT use carabiners
marked “not for climbing” as
they do not have the strength to
hold a dog in an accident.

Attach carabiner to vehicle
mount.
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